Tuesday, March 29, 2011

Bondholders General Meeting Decisions
“Centric Multimedia S.A.” (hereafter the “company”) informs the investment
community that on 24/03/2011 the Meeting of the Bondholders of the 6.9.2007
issued bond took place with the required by law quorum and specifically 94.6% of
the Bondholders were present, following the adjournment of resolving on the sole
item of the daily agenda at the Meeting dated 15/03/2011.
The Bondholders Meeting approved with the required by law quorum and
specifically 97.9% of the Shareholders present, to deny the company’s BoD
proposition to convert at euro 0.51 per share and the mandatory conversion on
10/06/2011 and proposes to the General Shareholders’ Meeting of the company
instead the following:
a. To modify the right of the Bondholders to convert their Bonds into company
shares to compulsory turning this way the conversion of the Bonds into company
shares as mandatory,
b. 30/04/2011 is set to be the date for the aforementioned mandatory conversion
of the Bonds into company shares, and
c. the conversion price of the Bonds into company shares is set to be at euro 0.36
per share.
The aforementioned resolutions were submitted for approval at the 1 st Repeat
General Meeting of the company’s shareholders on 28 March 2011.

About CENTRIC
Centric Multimedia SA participates in companies that adapt to local markets, manage and promote
online entertainment services. Centric’s subsidiaries cooperate with large online entertainment
providers, which are listed on the European Stock Exchanges and are licensed to provide these
services from distance, in order to jointly provide and promote online gaming platforms in several
languages of the Central and Southeastern European countries. Its subsidiaries cooperate with
Sportingbet PLC in the exploitation of “Sportingbet” and “VistaBet” brands, with Dragonfish Plc in the
exploitation of “Lex” brands, as well as with WorldSpreads Ltd for the marketing of the website
"www.spreads.gr".

